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Integrated Personal Health Records: Transformative Tools for Consumer Centric Care'

Please delete this text form the head of each page including the title page. DONE

'IPHR Manuscript (9/16/2008)'

Please remove this text from the title page. DONE

Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system. NEED TO KEEP THE LIST OF AUTHORS AS WRITTEN

Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: department, institute, city, and country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution. Can we also ask you to link each author to his or her corresponding affiliation with the use of superscript numbers? Please do not use full capitals for country names, and please do not include full stops in abbreviated country names. DONE

References - The reference list should contain all authors' names, if there are 30 or below. The term 'et al.' should not be used. DONE